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The Gifts Compass Certification Training 
A COMPREHENSIVE STUDY OF JUNG’S ORIGINAL PSYCHOLOGICAL TYPES

THE BOOKS 

THE FILMS 

This ten-session online training thoroughly reviews Jung's original eight psychological types 
and their connection to depth psychology. The focus is type dynamics, both conscious and 
unconscious, rather than type classifications. We return to understanding the types as a compass, 
useful for navigating the realization of unique  personality. 

I would not for anything dispense with this compass on my psychological voyages of 
discovery. C. G. Jung 

Because the training is online, it is often international. Yet you never need to travel further than your 
own computer. Meet colleagues from other countries in the comfort of your own home or office. We 
keep the training groups small, to allow for ample dialogue.  

For more information and current pricing, please send an email to info@giftscompass.com 
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What Trainees are saying: 

“The GCI training has been an enriching experience not only for allowing me to work in depth with the Jungian 
theory of types, but to also practice it and to apply it in a very warm and creative space.” Jungian Analyst 

“. . .  It allowed me to go further in my ability to help my clients deepen their human development. I confidently 
recommend this course to people and professionals who want to learn more about themselves and those with 
whom they interact.” Life Coach 

“The Gifts Compass training has provided a well-grounded understanding of Jung’s type model, and illustrated 
how understanding the types is profoundly important for personal growth and transformation. I recommend this 
training to anyone who wants to go deeper.” Organizational development consultant 

I very much enjoyed the regular online meetings and opportunity to discuss the theory and application of 
typology and the GCI. I also enjoyed a variety of expert lecturers. Having Murray Stein deliver the final section 
was a gift. I also appreciated the availability and support of the instructors and James Johnson. The use of movies 
was effective as a discussion prompt and case study. Transpersonal psychologist  

The training has been very rich and has exceeded my expectations. Adlerian psychologist 

I had never really learned Jung's typology properly, and had an erroneous and superficial grasp of it. I realized as 
well that I had picked up quite a bit of misuse of the typology in my Jungian training. The elaborations of the 
typology resolves a lot of the problems my colleagues and I had in trying to apply it. I loved sessions 5 and 6, as 
well as the Reading the Melody practicums. They're great! Jungian Analyst 

I especially liked the discussion and particularly the discussions of the movies. Career Counselor 

I most enjoyed learning how to use the Gift Compass and modeling of the reading the melody by the facilitators 
and peers. I was also intrigued with the Discover your Passion Tool. I have enjoyed the discussion with peers and 
facilitators . . . , particularly in analyzing the movies or addressing some of Jung's theoretical concepts. Educator, 
Jungian analyst in training 

I found every faculty member very relatable, warm and responsive. Also, I feel that a generous amount of time and 
energy were given to the questions that kept cropping up for me. I liked the practicums, the chance to try out our 
understanding about using the Inventory. I liked having a variety of faculty members, each with their own 
particular sensibility, and having a number of different presenters. I very much enjoyed James' book. It was very 
accessible and interestingly written. . . . Having trained as a Jungian analyst, and having sat through a number of 
lectures and seminars on typology, I always felt I never could really grasp the subject; when colleagues and I tried 
to put it into practice, we were confronted with too many contradictions. This is the first time that I feel I 
understand Jung's model. Jungian analyst in training 

I enjoyed the sessions, the discussions and the discoveries, the availability and care of the hosts. Feng shui 
consultant 

“I enjoy the depth and richness of the content. The practical learning on how to "read the melody" has also been 
great. The interaction and direct learning from instructors and cohort are also beneficial. Small class sizes are much 
appreciated.” Personal Coach 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The Gifts Compass Inventory (GCI) 
The Gifts Compass Inventory™ (GCI) is an online self-
awareness instrument that helps navigate personal 
transformation toward one’s full and unique potential. 
The GCI reports a person’s graduated preferences for 
each of C. G. Jung’s original eight psychological 
types.  

The GCI affirms the value of unique individuality while 
it helps to explain one’s orientation to life experience. 
With the guidance of a trained advisor, it opens new 
possibilities and pathways for personal growth. It helps 
people orient to optimal career paths, understand 
preferred learning styles, and gain confidence about 
personal strengths. 

Content and construct validit ies have been 
scrupulously analyzed and successfully confirmed by 
experts in Jung’s psychological types and statistical 
analysis. The GCI is congruent with Jung’s original 
eight types.  

A 15-page GCI Personal Profile provides direct, easily understood language for clients. The profile 
includes a compass diagram organized by key themes: Introversion/Extraversion, Orientation, 
Headings, and Gifts (types).  

A 36-page GCI Advisor Report provides in-depth information for trained GCI Advisors. It includes 
advisor alerts, a thorough review of dominant and auxiliary types, and a discussion of the “shadow 
type”—the least developed type, yet the one that plays a leading role as a catalyst for personal 
growth.  

Training in Jung’s types and the use of the GCI is delivered by a an international faculty of Jungian 
analysts and experts in psychological type. The training is online, with full video-conferencing, so 
people from all parts of the world can be in the training “room” at the same time.  

The GCI is available online at www.GiftsCompass.com Two other instruments are also available at 
the web site: Discover Your Passion helps to refine one’s life direction and the Job Profile helps to 
match one’s gifts with particular work. 

We would like to hear from you! Please let us know if we can answer any questions or concerns 
you might have about the GCI, or our certification training. You can reach us at this email address: 
info@giftscompass.com 

People often ask me, “now is So-and-So not a thinking type? I say, “I never thought about it,” and I did not. It is no use at all 
putting people into drawers with different labels. —C. G. Jung
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